
 
 

  

  
 

Direct Current (DC) injection from renewable energies  -  

When accuracy matters in Power Quality  measurements 

In recent years, power quality measurements have been carried out more and more frequently in the electric power 

and energy industry and on distribu:on and transport grids. These measurements focus  primarily on the classic 

characteris:c parameters such as voltage dips, voltage transients and harmonics. Maximum values are provided by the 

standards for the quality of distribu:on networks. 

§ EN 50160 

§ IEEE 519 

§ Guideline G5/4 

§ D-A-CH-CZ – Technical Rules for the Assessment of Network Disturbances 

In addi:on, the compa:bility between distribu:on networks and products can be evaluated according to the standards 

IEC 61000-2-2 for public low-voltage networks and IEC 61000-2-4 for low-voltage and medium-voltage industrial 

installa:ons. An important power quality parameter, which is oSen not considered nor included in the standards, is 

the DC offset component.   

The following ques:ons have un:l now oSen received liUle aUen:on:  

How much DC offset is injected to the grid? 

How should the DC components be measured and qualified in a reliable way? 

How does the DC component impact the remaining system and what can be done to limit its presence? 

DC limits in standardiza.on 
In Germany, the DC component can be found in the Technical Installa:on Guideline (TAR) Low Voltage under point 

5.4.4.9 Feeding of direct currents into the low-voltage grid.1 Here specifically is said: 

5.4.4.9 Feeding of direct currents into the low-voltage network 

A converter shall not inject more than 0.5 % of its rated current or a maximum of 20 mA (the higher value shall be 

selected) as direct current. 

 

Note 1: The measurement of direct currents is based on DIN EN 61000-4-7 (VDE 0847-4-7) over 10 fundamental 

oscillaNon periods 

 

Note 2: Direct currents can cause corrosion damage to cables and damage to other equipment as well as saturaNon 

of transformers and other inductors. 

 

  

 
1 VDE-AR-N 4100 Anwendungsregel:2019-04 

Technische Regeln für den Anschluss von Kundenanlagen an das Niederspannungsnetz und deren Betrieb (TAR Niederspannung) 



 
 

  

  
 

The standard text explicitly lists converters as undesirable DC sources. Maximum values for the DC component are 

also found in other countries. Three examples are listed in the following table. 

Table 1: DC limits in na0onal standards 

Country Standard Limit 

Australia AS4777.2 5 mA or 0.5 % of its rated current 

USA IEEE Standard 1547-2018 0.5 % of its rated current 

Italy CEI 0-21 0.5 % of its rated current 

 

DC measurements on converters 
A 2019 IEEE publica:on examined the DC components of three typical solar inverters.2  The results are shown in the 

following table. 

Table 2: DC measurements on converters – parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Types A and B exceed the limits of 20 mA DC regarding the latest German low voltage direc:ve (TAR). 

 

 
2 M. A. Rahman, M. R. Islam, A. M. Mahfuz-Ur-Rahman, K. M. MuOaqi and D. Sutanto, "InvesSgaSon of the Effects of DC Current 

Injected by Transformer-Less PV Inverters on DistribuSon Transformers," in IEEE Transac*ons on Applied Superconduc*vity, vol. 

29, no. 2, pp. 1-4, March 2019, Art no. 0602904, doi: 10.1109/TASC.2019.2895580. 

Parameter Type A Type B Type C 

rated power [kVA] 2.6 2.5 3.3 

rated voltage [V] 230 230 230 

rated current [A] 11.3 14.2 14.5 

Current amplitude @ 50 Hz [A] 9.266 9.17 9.13 

THDI [%] 1.98 5.22 3.88 

DC component [%] 0.8 0.25 0.12 

DC component [mA] 74 23 11 



 
 

  

  
 

DC sources in converters 
There are several DC sources in converters, as the following figure of a converter system illustrates.

 

Figure 1: Topology of an LCL-type grid-connected voltage source converter3 

Unit cer.ficate vs. rou.ne tes.ng 
Norma:vely, the tes:ng of the DC component is already mandatory in the current standards for the unit cer:ficate of 

genera:ng plants on the low-voltage grid. The DC component measurement is described in IEEE Std 1547.1-20204 

under item 5.9.2. In the German prestandard VDE V 0124-1005, the test is described under 5.2.6.1. 

In general, however, a unit cer:ficate is a type test in which only one unit of the en:re series is tested as an example. 

The root causes for outpujng a DC component, could origin from many sources such as build quality or asymmetry of 

the installed power transistors which may vary slightly from device to device. To know the real DC contribu:on a rou:ne 

test on each produced inverter should be  reestablished by the inverter manufacturer. Thus, even inverters with an 

impeccable unit cer:ficate cannot be ruled out as a parasi:c DC source when outpujng power to the grid. 

 

 
3 B. Long, M. Zhang, Y. Liao, L. Huang and K. T. Chong, "An Overview of DC Component GeneraSon, DetecSon and Suppression for 

Grid-Connected Converter Systems," in IEEE Access, vol. 7, pp. 110426-110438, 2019, doi: 10.1109/ACCESS.2019.2934175. 
4 "IEEE Standard Conformance Test Procedures for Equipment InterconnecSng Distributed Energy Resources with Electric Power 

Systems and Associated Interfaces," in IEEE Std 1547.1-2020 , vol., no., pp.1-282, 21 May 2020, doi: 

10.1109/IEEESTD.2020.9097534. 
5 VDE V 0124-100:2020 NetzintegraSon von Erzeugungsanlagen - Niederspannung - Prüfanforderungen an Erzeugungseinheiten, 

vorgesehen zum Anschluss und Parallelbetrieb am Niederspannungsnetz 
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Measuring equipment for the unit cer.ficate and power quality measurement 
It is a fact that the voltage quality at the grid connec:on point varies not only from site to site, but also over :me. Thus, 

in the case of poor grid voltage condi:ons, for example, an already exis:ng DC component can nega:vely affect the DC 

current component of the converter. Rogowski coils used in on-site power quality measurements can only detect the 

AC components in the current signal. Current clamps with Hall element are oSen not sufficient due to the measurement 

uncertainty. High-precision fluxgate current transducers from the Danish company Danisense are therefore used in the 

measurement laboratories of the cer:fica:on companies. These sensors are calibrated directly in Denmark in the 

company's own IEC 17025-cer:fied measurement laboratory and are provided with the necessary calibra:on 

cer:ficate. 

 

Figure 2: Danisense DS50UB-10V fluxgate transducer with voltage output and accuracy data for low primary currents 

In ini:al pilot projects, these fluxgate transducers were also used in conjunc:on with high-precision power quality 

analyzers. For the demanding measurement of the small DC component in grid connected plants, the Power Quality 

Analyzer (PQA) should have a very good signal-to-noise ra:o, otherwise smaller levels below or above the nominal 

frequency will be lost in the noise. 
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Figure 3: PQ analyzers with different signal/noise ra0o6 

At the same :me, the PQA should offer a possibility to compensate a possible DC offset of the current sensor, so that 

even the smallest levels can be measured very accurately. With the power quality analyzer PQA8000H from Neo 

Messtechnik, the connec:on of fluxgate transducers is possible. In addi:on to a very good signal-to-noise ra:o, the 

frequency parameters of the FFT analysis can also be freely selected. The norma:ve grouping according to IEC 61000-

4-7 is oSen too coarse for further analyses, especially in the low-frequency range. For this reason, the PQA can also be 

used in the high-voltage network to detect geomagne:cally induced quasi-direct currents in the range from 0 to 1 Hz. 

DC measurements with highly accurate fluxgate transducers are also possible directly in the converter. For smaller 

rated currents, fluxgate transducers are available as PCB mount, so that frequency converters could check the output 

current themselves. 

 

Figure 4: Danisense DP50IP-B - programmable fluxgate transducer up to 50 A 

 
6 Source: Neo Messtechnik GmbH 
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Plant cer.ficate 
If several cer:fied photovoltaic modules and inverters are combined to form a big power plant, a plant cer:ficate is 

required in addi:on to the individual unit cer:ficates of the manufacturers. In Germany, a plant cer:ficate is required 

for all plants larger than 135 kW. The connec:on point is then oSen located at the medium voltage level in order to 

minimize transmission losses. DC measurement is no longer required aSer the transformer. Nevertheless, a DC current 

on the low voltage side can significantly reduce the life of the transformer. Thus, DC measurement on the low-voltage 

side would definitely be in the interest of the plant operator to minimize down:me and maintenance costs of the plant 

during the en:re service life of the transformer. 

In addi:on to photovoltaic converters, powerful converters in the wind energy sector can also generate a DC 

component. DC measurement is no longer required here for plant cer:fica:on, since the medium-voltage transformer 

is included in the wind energy plant in most cases which is shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 5: Plant cer0ficate for a wind turbine with its own medium voltage transformer 
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Transformer and DC injec.on 
A transformer suffering from unidirec:onal satura:on of the magne:c core generates a higher excita:on current, 

which can lead to core overhea:ng. In addi:on, vibra:on, noise, and thermal stress can occur, ul:mately shortening 

the life of the transformer. The following figure shows the half-wave satura:on caused by a superimposed low-

frequency oscilla:on. 

 

Figure 6: Half-wave satura0on of a transformer 

Furthermore, during half-wave satura:on, the transformer becomes a non-linear opera:ng device. Here, the magne:c 

opera:ng range of the transformer is pushed into the satura:on range. The linear range of the hysteresis curve is leS. 

As a result, the distor:on factor of the voltage signal on the medium-voltage side is increased. 

Conclusion 
Power converter technologies in renewable energy applica:ons not only suffer from a poten:al source of harmonics. 

In recent years, there have been an increasing number of inves:ga:on reports made, indica:ng that DC injec:on also 

occurs in many cases.7 In addi:on to inverters, non-linear loads can also generate a DC component.  Induc:ve 

equipment such as motors and transformers are not designed to handle these loads. Despite some efforts from the 

converter manufacturers’ side to minimize the DC components, a non-negligible DC component is oSen and 

increasingly being detected during power quality measurements in the low-voltage network when AC/DC sensors are 

used. 

 

 
7 Salas, Vicente & Olías, Emilio & Alonso Abella, Miguel & Chenlo, F. & Barrado, A.. (2006). DC Current InjecSon into the Network 

from PV Grid Inverters. 2. 2371 - 2374. 10.1109/WCPEC.2006.279668. 
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Figure 7: Danisense fluxgate current transducer in combina0on with the PQA8000 from Neo Messtechnik 

Reliable, high performance current sensors and very good PQAs are a basic requirement for the success of this 

demanding measurement. 
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